“I’m pretty sure the male kissing scene is the first one in Taiwanese cinema. The audience were very quiet during that, but then it was alright. Traditional values are breaking apart in Taiwan and so people are trying to find different values and multiple values are becoming acceptable. This film came just in time to break the barrier.”

—Ang Lee, 1993

Before his 2005 BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN proved gay romances could be critical and commercial powerhouses on screens around the world, and before his 2000 CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON did the same for films in Mandarin, Ang Lee gave us the poignant, perceptive romantic/domestic comedy THE WEDDING BANQUET. While its impact is often overshadowed by his blockbusters that followed, it was nonetheless barrier-breaking for its time in bringing engaging and authentic stories of Chinese-American and gay characters to mainstream audiences, and in establishing Lee’s reputation as a transnational director who could also break barriers between the arthouse and the multiplex.

The film centers, at least initially, on Wai-Tung, played by Winston Chao in his screen debut, a gay Taiwanese immigrant living in Greenwich Village with his American partner Simon, played by Mitchell Lichtenstein (son of Roy). May Chin, a TV and pop star in Taiwan at the time and now a member of Taiwan’s legislature, portrays the couple’s mainland Chinese immigrant friend in need of a green card. Rounding out the core cast are esteemed Taiwanese film stars Sihung Lung and Ah-Leh Gua in the roles of Wai-Tung’s parents.

Lee himself immigrated to the U.S. from Taiwan in 1979 at age 24, first studying theater at UIUC, and then earning an MFA in film production at NYU where he was a classmate of Spike Lee (no relation). Although he was signed by William Morris in 1984 on the strength of his student work, his directing career faltered. Then, in 1990, on the verge of leaving the field, he entered his spec scripts PUSHING HANDS and THE WEDDING BANQUET in a screenwriting contest run by the Taiwanese government, and they took first and second prize. These were developed into Lee’s first two feature films and the first films in his “Father Knows Best” trilogy, which also includes his third feature, 1994’s EAT DRINK MAN WOMAN. All three films star Sihung Lung and Ah-Leh Gua in the roles of Wai-Tung’s parents.

The first draft of THE WEDDING BANQUET was written by Lee and Neil Peng, and it is based on the life of one of their friends. Lee added numerous details from his own life and family, including the shambolic City Hall wedding (complete with the crying mother) and, most importantly, the dynamic between father and son. After Schamus came on board as a writer and co-producer, he and Lee adapted the script into a modern blend of Hollywood screwball “comedies of remarriage” of the 30s and 40s and Chinese melodramas of the 40s and 50s. Schamus described the film as “first drafted in Chinese, then translated into English, re-written in English, translated back into Chinese, and eventually subtitled in Chinese and English and a dozen other languages.”

THE WEDDING BANQUET won the Golden Bear in Berlin, and garnered Golden Globe and Academy Award nominations for Best Foreign Language Film. A surprise commercial hit as well, it was produced for less than a million dollars—less than 1/30 the cost of an average Hollywood film of the era—but earned 23.6 million in worldwide gross. According to Variety, this made THE WEDDING BANQUET the most profitable film of the year on a cost-to-return ratio, making it nearly twice as profitable dollar-for-dollar than the year’s runner-up, JURASSIC PARK.

**DID YOU KNOW:** Though Lee initially set out to be an actor, he rarely casts himself in his own films. THE WEDDING BANQUET is an exception. Watch for him in the banquet scene as the guest who says, “You’re witnessing the results of 5,000 years of sexual repression.” Also, watch for his son Mason as the baby jumping on the bed.